Premier League Writing Stars
Poetry Challenge

The challenge

Together with members of your family, we want you to take on the Premier League Writing Stars Challenge and write a poem on AMBITION - dreaming big for your family and the world around you.

We want you to explore how important it is to be ambitious, to believe in yourself and others and to chase your dreams!

How to take part

This challenge is open to everyone!

Be as creative as you like, you can use rhyme, rap, or a haiku - any poetry style will be accepted.

Simply write your poem and send it to us at plprimarystars@premierleague.com or share on Twitter via @PLCommunities using the hashtag #PLPrimaryStars. You can write your poem as a family and post a picture of it online or record yourselves saying it aloud for the world to see.

We will share our favourites on PLPrimaryStars.com and @PLCommunities.

Top tips for writing great poetry

1. Keep it simple - your message is the most important thing. Sometimes the simplest poems are the best.
2. Write about what you know. Tell it from the heart. Your heart.
3. Be honest – just be yourself when you’re writing.
4. Have fun!

If you need some inspiration, why not check out Karl Nova’s poem, Beautiful Ambition or head to PLPrimaryStars.com where there are lots of resources to help you get started!

#BeConnected